
3. Morphology

A word in Binukid is a segment of speech which begins and ends with a point of potential pause and

consists of one or more morphemes, one of which is a stem. Free morphemes are either stems which are

whole words or stems which can be affixed. Bound morphemes are the derivational and inflectional

affixes. Words arc either relational or contentives.

3.1 Relationals

3.1.1 Substitutes (free morphemes that can substitute for phrases)

3.1.1.1 I'ronouns (see section 5)
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'here'

'there in the distance'

dfyan 'there by you'

duun 'at'

3.L1.1«1 Personal (see section 5.1)

3A.1AJ2 Demonstratives (see section 5.2)

3.1.1.2 Directionals

dini

diyd

3.1.2 Particles (show relationship with/to other grammatical structures)

3.1.2.1 Marking particles (see section 4)

3.1.2.2 Ligature: ha

3.1.2J Coordinators

ta 'because'daw
ba

•and'

'but'

3.2 Contentives

3.2.1 Simple stems (single morphemes)

3.2.1.1 Adjuncts

3.2.1.1.1 Aspectual

Time:

iman

gabi

asem
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3.2.1.1.4 Numben mga (plurality, approximately)

3.2.1.2 Non-adjuncts:

batd 'child' atfyuay 'fe^

3JJ Derived stems

3.2J.1 Compounds

3.2J.1.1 Two-stem

bulantaytay (archaic) long line of hikers' (from bulan 'moon' and taytay *bridge')

batubalani 'magnet' (from batu 'stone' and balani (archaic) 'strong')

sagumata 'conjunctivitis' (from sagu 'corpse fluid' and mata 'eye')

3J.2.1.2 Stem-reduplication

etaw-etaw 'scarecrow' (from etaw 'person')

banug-banug 'kite* (from banug 'hawk')

3.2.2J! Afllx-derived

3.2.2.2.1 Primary (derived from simple stems)

The derivational affixes include the following:

^anl-anan (nominalizer: 'place of), for example:

abuwan 'kitchen* (from aba 'ashes')

lebenganan 'grave' (from lebeng 'to bury')

ball' (adjectivizer: 'characterized by a certain trait'), for example:

baligayhaan 'shy' (from gayha 'shame')

ka- (nominalizer: 'state of), for example:

kahaldek 'fear' (from haldek 'afraid')

kaadagi 'size' (from adagi 'big')

ka^-an ('collective'), for example:

kadumahan 'relatives' (from duma 'companion')

kabataan 'children's group'

kawaluwan 'eighty' (from walu 'eight')

kali^ (nominalizer: meaning undetermined), for example:

kalibag'U 'newlyweds' (from bag-u 'recent')

kalibangbang 'butterfly' (from bangbang 'to dig')

kina-an (adjectivizer: 'superlative'), for example:

kxnamanghuran 'youngest' (from manghud 'younger sibling')

kinaattyuayan 'smallest' (from ati^uay 'little')

-en (nominalizer), for example:

inumen 'liquor' (from inum 'to drink')

husayen 'trial' (from husay 'to mediate')

ika- (numeral ordinalizer), for example:

ikaduwa 'second' (from duwa two')

ikalima 'fifth' (from lima 'five')

-in" (nominalizer: 'resultant'), for example:

binulbug 'porridge' (from bulbug 'to cook with extra liquid')
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ma- (adjectivizer), for example:

madagway *beautifur (from dagway 'appearance')

maayad *good* (from ayad *to do well')

mag-lmaHCSK- (nominalizer: 'performer oP), for example:

magsusugba *cook' (from sugba *to cook')

mandadaet 'destroyer' (from daet 'to destroy')

maNCVN- (nominalizer: 'expert performer of), for example:

mananalsal 'blacksmith' (from salsal 'to forge)'

mananahi 'tailor' (from tahi 'to sew')

pag(ka)' (nominalizer), for example:

pagkaen 'food' (from kaen 'to eat')

pagkalala 'weaving' (from lala 'to weave')

palag- (nominalizer), for example:

palaghusay 'mediator' (from husay (to mediate)

pani- (nominalizer: 'meal of), for example:

paniugtu 'lunch' (from ugtu 'noon')

panihapun 'supper* (from hapun 'afternoon')

tag' ('each'), for example:

tagpila 'how much each' (from pila 'how much')

tagsampulu 'ten each' (from sampulu 'ten')

taga- ('resident of, originating from'), for example:

tagaManila 'resident of Manila'

(agi- ('owner of), for example:

tagibalay 'owner of the house' (from balay 'house')

tala- ('in intimate relationship with'), for example:

talabusaw 'possessed person' (from busaw 'demon')

talaN' (nominalizer: 'habitual performer of), for example:

talamunii 'killer* (from buna 'to murder')

ti' (nominalizer: 'time or season of), for example:

tilegtay 'harvest time' (from legtay 'to harvest*)

thihtil 'hunger season' (from uhul 'hunger')

3.2.2.2.2 Secondary (derived from primary aflixed-derived stems

mainantusen 'longsuffering* (from maantus 'enduring': root antus 'to endure')

maemis-emis 'somewhat sweet' (from maemis 'sweet': root emis 'to sweeten')

paghinaidek 'threat* (from hinaldek 'to frighten*: root haldek 'afraid*)

3.2.3 Inflectable stems: verbs (see section 6)

4. Marking particles

The marking particles are a class of particles that introduce substantive (noun or nounlike) phrases.

These particles, represented by the following matrix, contrast on the lexical and syntactic levels.
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Pigpilay hi Apu su kayu.

(Focused: Migpilay si Apii hu kayu.)

The aUributive is also a noun possessor phrase, for example:

Grandfather cut down that tree.

batay hi Jose

pinaksuy ku bata

'house of Jose'

'that child's dress'

I am listening to Auntie.

He gave me that money.

4.2J Oblique

The oblique is any unfocused substantive phrase which does not have the situational role of agent. It

is indicated by the particles fa\ kay, hu, ku and w, for example:

Agpalii a hu sinilas, I will buy slippers.

(Focused: Agpaliten ku sa sinilas.)

Tagpaliman a ki Idang,

(Focused: Tagpalimanan ku si Idang,)

Iniiahan a kandin ku salapi.

(Focused: In-ila din kanak su salapi.)

When the phrase is benefactive oriented, location oriented or direction oriented, it is preceded by the

prepositions parfl *for', duun 'on/in/at', and diyd/diyan *at/tQ' respectively, for example:

Migbuhat hu pinun-ayd para ki Apti. He made a chair for Grandfather.

(Focused: Binuhatan din hu pinun-aya siApd,)

Mig-ugsak hu supas duun hu iamisahan. She put bread on the table.

(Focused: Pig-ugsakan din hu supas sa lamisahan.)

Migtimti a hu kauyagan diyd ta lamisahan. I got rice from the table.

(Focused: Pigtimuan ku hu kauyagan sa lamisahan.)

5. Pronouns

5.1 Personal pronouns

There arc four sets of personal pronouns as represented by the following matrix:
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5.1.1 Set I pronouns

The Set I pronouns can substitute for ai^ substantive phrase indicated by one of the topic set of

marking particles, for example:

Agkaen sa batd hu serd. The child will eat viand.

Agkaen # hu serL He will eat viand.

5.1.2 Set II pronouns

The Set n pronouns can substitute for any substantive phrase indicated by one of the attributive set of

marking particles, for example:

PinalU hi Daday su IdndL Daday bought that candy.

PinalU din su IdndL She bought that candy.

S.U Set III pronouns

The Set in pronouns can substitute for any substantive phrase indicated by one of the oblique set of

marking particles, for example:

Agduma a kiAmay. I will go with Father.

Agduma a kandin. I will go with him.

When the phrase is benefactive oriented, it is preceded by the preposition para *for\ for example:

Impanday ku para hu suied ku. I saved it for my sister

Impanday ku para kandin, I saved it for her.

When the phrase is direction oriented, it is preceded by the preposition dfyi 'at/to' plus the oblique

marker ta, for example:

Ighat'un nu diyd ki Apit. Deliver it to Grandfather.

Ighat'Un nu diyi ta kandin. Deliver it to him.

When the phrase is location oriented, it takes the form of the direction oriented phrase, for example:

Tag-ampd a duun hu Dias, I am praying to God.

Tag-ampik a diyd ta kandin. I am praying to Him.

The Set m pronouns can also substitute for a noun possessor phrase where the possessor is emphasized.

In this case the Set III pronoun plus the ligature ha precedes the possessed object, for example:

balay hu mga laas ku 'house of my parents'

balay dan 'their house'

kandan ha balay *their (emphasized) house'

5.1.4 Set IV pronouns

The Set IV pronouns can occur in prepredicate position in a clause to emphasize Set I or Set U

pronouns, for example:

Siak nadaluwan a gabL As for me, I was sick yesterday.

Sinyu in-ila nuy en ba sa amutal As for you all, did you already give a contribution?

The 3rd person plural form siran is preceded by the demonstrative saena 'those* or saini *these\ In this

case the topic pronoun is not retained, for example:

Saena siran naman-ulL As for them, they went home.
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The Set IV pronouns can also occur in nonverbal clause types to specify or emphasize the person
referred to, for example:

Siak masakit pa sa lawa ku. As for me, my body still aches.

Sinyu hurd nay salapi. As for you, you have no money.

S.IS Pronoun order

5.1.5.1 Sets I and II pronouns

The Set I and Set II pronouns occur immediately following the verb. When a negative occurs, the Set

I and Set II pronouns follow the negative, for example :

Tuminiruga a. I slept.

Hurd a tiruga. I did not sleep.

Ininum din sa tambal. He drank the medicine.

Hurd din inuma sa tambal. He did not drink the medicine.

5.1.5.2 Set III pronouns

The Set III pronouns occur either in the same order as the phrase which is replaced, or preceding the

focused phrase. When they precede the focused phrase, the prepositions need not be retained, for

example:

In-ila din su supas duun ku bald. He gave bread to that child.

In-ila din kandin su supas. He gave that bread to him,

In-ila din su supas diyi ia kandin. He gave that bread to him.

5.1.5J Sets I and II pronouns

When pronouns of both Set I and Set 11 occur in a single clause, the order is determined by the

following rules:

Rule 1: Set I pronouns precede Set II pronouns which in turn take the form of Set III pronouns; and

Set II pronouns precede Set III pronouns, for example:

Inilahan a ikaw hu begas. You gave me rice.

In4la ku ikaw sa begas, I gave you rice.

Rule 2: When Set I and Set II pronouns cooccur, any pronoun which includes 1st person has

precedence in order. Set I and Set II pronouns which are not 1st person take the form of Set III pronouns,

with the exception of Set I 3rd person singular which remains #, for example:

Naahd ku ikaw (topic). I saw you,

Naahd a (topic) ikaw. You saw me.

Naahd ku # (topic). I saw him.

5.2 Demonstrative pronouns

There are three sets of demonstrative pronouns which indicate either relative distance of items to

participants in a conversation, or specification of an item.
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6*1*1.1 Intentlve

The intentivc mode indicates that the action of the verb is intentional, deliberate, or voluntary, for

example:

Mig'inum su bahi hu tambaL That woman was drinking medicine.

Agdiyd si Gali ta banuwa, Gali is going to town.

6*1.1.2 Nonintentive

The noninientive mode indicates the action of the verb to be involuntary, unintentional, due to natural

causes, circumstantial, compulsive, or with ability. Verb forms in this mode show a contrast between

actual and potential. The actual indicates the actualization of an activity, whereas the potential is not yet

actualized, for example:

Napilay su balay dan. Their house fell down.

Hari pakascpa si Apu hu kami. Grandmother cannot chew meat.

Mapurisu ka. You might get imprisoned.

6.1.2 Tense

All independent forms of the verb show a contrast between neutral, nonpast, and past tense.

6.1.2.1 Neutral

Neutral tense indicates that the action has not yet been actualized in the time continuum or else that

time is not significant, for example:

Hasaen ku sa ban ku, I sharpen/am sharpening/will sharpen my bolo.

Ponikep a hu kayumang. I catch/am catching/will catch crabs.

6.1.2.2 Nonpast

Nonpast tense indicates that the action of the verb is in process, about to be in process, or will be in

process at some future time, for example:

Taghimlay kay en iman. We are resting now.

Aglalahen din sa sedsed. She will weave that sedge.

6*1.2.3. Past

Past tense indicates that the action of the verb or its inception has taken place, for example:

Pigdaghaan dan hu kayu. They were throwing stones at him.

Namusil hu tagbis. He shot at birds.

6*1*3 Focus

Focus is I he special relationship existing between the topic substantive phrase of a clause and the

clause predicate, whereby that particular phrase is highlighted or focused. This relationship is indicated

by verbal inflections in the predicate. The four focus constructions are subject, object, referent, and

accessory.

6.1.3*1 Subject

Subject focus indicates that the subject phrase is the topic or focus complement of the clause, for

example:

Agsugba su bahi (topic) hu begas. That woman (topic) is cooking rice.

Migdaghd su bald (topic) hu batu duun hu mga manuk. That child (topic) was throwing stones

at the chickens.
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6.1.3.2 Object

Object focus indicates that the object phrase is the topic, for example:

Agsugbahen ku bahi sa begas (topic). That woman is cooking rice (topic).

Tinimu din sa ban ku (topic). He took my bolo (topic).

6.1J.3 Referent

Referent focus indicates that a referent phrase is the topic, for example:

Pigdoghaan ku bata hu batu sa mga manuk (topic). That child was throwing stones at the

chickens (topic).

Ag-Uahan key (topic) ku bahi hu bugkd. That woman will give us (topic) some

lansones,

6.1.3.4 Accessory

Accessory focus indicates that the accessory phrase is the topic, for example:

Indagha ku bata sa batu (topic) duun hu mga manuk. That child was throwing stones (topic)

at the chickens.

Ig-atep day sa salaysay (topic). We will use cogon grass (topic) for

roofing material.

6.1.4 Aspect

There are eight categories of aspect, or kinds of action, indicated by distinctive sets of verbal affixes:

simple, temporal, distributive, continuative, intensive/diminutive, reciprocal, associative, and number.

6.1.4.1 Simple

Simple aspect denotes the performance of a single act, for example:

fnlikii din sa wasay. He returned the saw.

Agbaasen din sa kayu ha naiemeg. He dried out the wet wood.

6.1.4.2 Temporal

Temporal aspect shows distinction between punctiliar and durative.

6.1.4.2.1 Punctiliar

The punctiliar temporal aspect indicates that the duration of the action is a moment in time or a

comparatively short period of time, for example:

Minipanaw en siran. They went (to do a job of short duration).

Binayoran kud en sa mga utang ku. I paid up my debts (at the agreed time).

6.1.4.2.2 Durative

The durative temporal aspect indicates that the duration of the action is prolonged, for example:

Mighipanaw en siran. They were going (at different times to see a dying

relative).

Pigbayaran kud en sa mga utang ku, I have been paying my debts (over a period of time

as money was available).

6.1.4.3 Distributive

Distributive aspect indicates the action of the verb to be either a process requiring a series or sequence

of events performed by one person, distributed among several actors, among several goals, or in time, or
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a single action performed simultaneously by more than one person. It is marked by the paN- class of

prefixes, for example:

Agpangayu si Abang, Uncle is getting firewood.

Namanhipanaw en siran. They went in a group.

Pigpamilay day sa kayu. We were cutting down trees.

6.1.4.4 Continuative

Continuative aspect indicates that the action is continuous or reiterative. It is marked by a StemR-,

CVCR- or CVR- prefix, or the tag-d/ay class of affixes,for example:

Taglaksu-laksu su bata. That child is jumping up and down.

Aghiphipanaw kay. We will walk around.

Pig-uuwit din su iitrato. She keeps carrying that picture around.

Mig-urand, It was continually raining.

Tagkulahiay su bahi. That woman keeps on shouting.

6.1.4.5 Intensive/diminutive

Intensive/diminutive aspect indicates that either the action of the verb is intensified, or the action or

the effect of its action is in some way diminished. It is marked by the StemR- prefix, for example;

Naperd-peraan hu paglakaga duun. He is tired out from chasing it.

Tag-uran-uran, It is showering.

6.1.4.6 Reciprocal

Reciprocal aspect indicates that the action of the verb is reciprocal. It is marked by the /NiStemR-^

or 'in-d/ay affixes, for example:

Migpalasay-iasayd sa mga burung. The cats were chasing each other.

Migbinuligd siran. They were helping each other.

Magpinalanggaay kuy. Let us love one another.

6.1.4.7 Associative

Associative aspect indicates that the subject joins or associates with another in some activity. It is

marked by the pakig- class of prefixes and occurs only in the subject focus, for example:

Nakiglalang a kandin. I conversed with him.

Sigi dd pakigsabd su manuk. Those chickens continually fight together.

6.1.4.8 Number

Number aspect indicates that the topic is more than several in number. It is marked by the addition

of a member of the paN- class of prefixes to an existing prefix, for example:

Nangakahipanaw en siran. They went together as a group (to do an assigned job).

Nangabayaran kud en sa mga utang ku, I was able to pay my debts (to a number of people.)

6.1.5 Orientation

Orientation is a device which shows the underlying relation between the verb and the focusable

elements of a clause in regards to the situational roles of participants and other elements of an

event or situation. These roles are as follows:

Actor: the animate participant that performs the action

Experiencer: the animate participant that experiences the action

Agent: the animate participant that performs the action on or towards someone or something
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Patient: the participant, animate or inanimate, that is most directly affected or changed by the

action

Goal: the participant that is the target/recipient, or the place that is the destination/end point

towards which the action is directed

Location: the place where the action takes place

Direction: the place towards which the action is directed

Beneficiary: the participant for whose benefit the action takes place

Instrument: the inanimate object or entity utilized in some way by the agent to accomplish the

action

Concomitant: the entity, animate or inanimate, that the agent involves or implicates in

performing the action, the auxiliary to the action, that which accompanies the agent during the

action

There are four orientations of which orientation 1 is essentially intransitive. Orientations 2, 3, and 4

are transitive with an obligatory agent and one additional situational role that can be made explicit and
prominent as the goal or patient. Verb classes^ are distinguished as to whether this goal/patient is

indicated in object, referent, or associate focus. In referent focus the direction or beneficiary roles may
also be focused. However, since these focused elements occur in peripheral slots of a clause, they do not

determine the class of that particular verb.

6.1.5.1 Orientation 1

In orientation 1 the subject in focus has the situational role of actor/experiencer and needs no other

obligatory participants, for example:

Aghipanaw ad (actor) en, I (actor) am going.

Tagtiruga en su batd (experiencer). That child (experiencer) is sleeping.

6.1.5*2 Orientation 2

In orientation 2 there is an obligatory agent as subject, and the object in focus usually has the
situational role of goal/patient, for example:

Kinagat a (goal) hu tagenek (agent). A mosquito (agent) bit me (goal).

Tagtahien ku (agent) sa pinaksuy din (patient). I (agent) am sewing her dress (patient).

6.1.53 Orientation 3

In orientation 3 there is an obligatory agent as subject, and the referent in focus can have the situational

role of goal/patient, location, direction, or beneficiary, for example:

Agbantayan ku burung (agent) sa bata din (goal). That cat (agent) guards her kittens

(goal).

Piglampasuwan din (agent) sa saeg (patient). She (agent) was washing the floor

(patient).

Taghilemheman ku manuk (agent) sa impis din (location).That hen (agent) is setting on her

eggs (location).

Pigtaganahan din (agent) si Apu (beneficiary). She (agent) saved it for Grandmother
(beneficiary).

* The class a verb belongs to can be ascertained through the examples in the dictionary.
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6.1^.4 Orientation 4

In orientation 4 there is an obligatory agent as subject, and the accessory in focus has the situational

role of goal/patient or instrument/concomitant, for example:

Imbaligya din (agent) sa babuy ku (goal). He (agent) sold my pig (goal).

Igpusu din (agent) hu kayu sa barina (instrument). He (agent) makes holes in the wood

with a drill (instrument).

Indini ku (agent) sa suled ku (concomitant). I (agent) brought my brother

(concomitant) here.

6.2 Derived

There are two categories of derived verbs: irrealis and causative.

6.2.1 Irrealis

With imperatives, certain negatives and interrogatives, gerunds, or in dependent clause structures or

verbal phrases, etc., the object, referent, and accessory focus affixes -en, -an, and ig- become -a, -/, and

/- respectively, for example:

Imperative: llambeg nu hayan. Throw that away.

Negative: Hum din inuma sa tambaL She did not drink the medicine.

Interrogative: Imba nu tagbuhata hayanl Why did you do that?

Gerund: pagkapengahi hu alad 'having finished the fence*

Dependent clause: mapengahan din bitukahi *when he finished removing the intestines'

Verbal phrase: agkabayaan palimani *want to hear'

6.2*2. Causative

Causative voice is marked by iht pa- prefix and signifies that there is an additional participant in the

situation who causes the actor/agent to action. The causer is always expressed in the subject.

6.2.2.1 Subject focused clauses

In subject focused clauses infiected for causative voice, the topic does not only have the situational

role of causer of the action but is itself the patient/goal of the action, for example:

Agpalitrato a (causer/goal) ikaw (actor). I (causer) will have you (actor) take a picture

of me (goal).

Migpatambal su bahi (causer/patient) # (agent). That woman (causer) had someone (agent)

treat her (patient).

6.2.2.2 Referent focused clauses

In referent focused clauses infiected for causative voice, the topic can have the situational role of

goal/paticnt, location, direction, or beneficiary, as in active voice, for example:

Pigpasulatan day (causer) ki Juan (actor) sa kapitan day (goal). We (causer) had Juan (actor)

write our barrio captain (goal).

Agpalompasuwan din (causer) ku bata (actor) sa saeg (goal). She (causer) will have that

child (actor) wash the fioor

(goal).

6223 Accessory focused clauses

In acces.sory focused clauses inflected for causative voice, the topic can have the situational role of

instrument/concomitant and goal/patient as in active voice, as well as the goal/patient of the active object

focused clause, for example:
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Igpaatep ku (causer) ki Pedro (actor) sa saiaysay (instrument).

Igpahaligyd din (causer) # (agent) sa lansang (goal).

Impainum din (causer) ku bata (actor) sa gatas (goal).

(Active: Pig-inum ku bata sa gatas.

I (causer) will have Pedro

(actor) use cogon grass

(instrument) for roofing.

He (causer) will have someone
(agent) buy nails (goal).

She (causer) had that child

(actor) drink milk (goal).

That child drank milk.)
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